
IEA Wind Task 32: Collaborative R&D Roadmap
Task 32 has created a worldwide net-work of wind lidar researchers whomeet regularly to identify opportunit-ies for the use of wind lidar, and mit-igate the barriers to its adoption.

Wind lidar has many applications for wind energythat span all technology readiness levels. Task 32 con-nects many stakeholders including the research com-munity, vendors, service providers, and end users withthe aim of creating an active network for the exchangeof information and experience.
About IEA Wind Task 32
Task 32’s mission

Task 32 provides a platform for experts worldwideto collaborate on wind lidar. Together, we identify andmitigate the barriers to adoption of wind lidar for windenergy. We do this by collecting evidence, establishingconsensus, and working towards actionable results.
Our vision for wind lidar

Our members want to see wind lidar as a trusted toolfor use in many different wind energy applications.
Get involved

IEA Wind Task 32 is an international collaboration.It is typically funded on a national level so that manydifferent organisations from a country can take part,leveraging their own resources. Details can be foundon the Task 32 website.
As a result of this, we welcome anyone with an in-terest in wind lidar for wind energy applications to getinvolved in the Task’s activities. This can mean at-tending our events, contributing to working groups, orhelping lead our activities. We would very much wel-

come your help! Contact the Task 32 Operating Agentto find out more.

About this document
This document provides an overview of our mem-bers’ goals and the activities that we have already un-dertaken, and our plans for the future. They are inten-ded to help stakeholders engage with the Task, providefeedback, and suggest new activities. Although it hasbeen written by the Task Operating Agents and mem-bers of the advisory board, this roadmap is driven by

our members.
The technical background to these activities isprovided in an article written by the Task 32 AdvisoryBoard in 2018 [1] and in references cited in the text.
We plan to update this document annually.

This roadmap reflects the goals of the Task 32membership for specific aspects of wind lidartechnology. Please get in touch if you’d like toprovide feedback or get involved. Contact usthrough the Task 32 website.
The Roadmaps

Task 32 has prepared roadmaps for several interre-lated areas of wind lidar research and development:
1 Wind lidar in complex terrain . . . . . . 2
2 Wind lidar for wind energy in cold climates 2
3 Floating lidar systems . . . . . . . . . . . 3
4 Turbulence intensity . . . . . . . . . . . 3
5 Lidar-assisted controls . . . . . . . . . . 4
6 Forecasting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
7 Nacelle-mounted lidar in complex terrain 5
8 Power performance verification usingmeasurements in the induction zone . . 6
9 Collaboration on wind lidar hardwareand software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

The roadmaps include activities led by Task 32(shown in bold text) and by other groups (lighter text).
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What are the conditions where we want to
build wind turbines?

Wind lidar can be used to measure wind resourcesand design conditions on land and offshore.
How do we interpret lidar data in complex terrain
and complex flows?

In complex terrain, data from wind lidars can differfrom cup anemometers as they use different measure-ment principles. But, wind lidar may be more flexiblein complex terrain than tower-mounted anemometers.Task 32 collects, collates, and disseminates experiencein the use of wind lidar in complex terrain and flow situ-ations and thus enables its successful use in future.
Roadmap 1: Wind lidar in complex terrain

Our goal

Data products from wind lidar in complex terrainhave lower uncertainty than data from met masts
How we’re getting there

• Understanding how lidar data are used incomplex terrain• Helping users develop processes for analysingwind lidar data• Supporting evidence-based assessment ofmethods to compare wind lidar data with cupanemometers
Activities
2013 Jan. Recommended Practice 15:Ground-based vertically-profilingremote sensing for wind resourceassessment

Use of remote sensing in flat terrain [2]2017 Nov. Workshop7: Wind Lidar in ComplexTerrain
Experience, challenges, and needs for
wind lidar in complex terrain2019 Oct. Comparative Exercise: Wind lidar incomplex terrain
Focus on mean wind characteristics.
Runs through end 2020. 0

2019 CFARS: Ongoing investigations into
the use of models with wind lidar

2020 Comparative Exercise: Wind lidar incomplex terrain (ongoing)2021 Report: Methods for analysing windlidar data in complex terrain

What are the opportunities and challenges when us-
ing lidar in cold climates?

Wind lidar have been used successfully in cold cli-mates for many years. They have potential advantagesover traditional met towers because they can be lessprone to icing than traditional anemometers, and theyare also easier to install in remote or hard-to-reach loc-ations. There are also challenges with their use in coldclimates such as keeping them ice- and snow-free, andof providing power supplies. Most of the challengescan be mitigated, meaning that there are clear oppor-tunities for the wind energy community to exploit theiradvantages.
Roadmap 2 describes Task 32’s steps to support theeffective use of wind lidar for wind energy in cold cli-mates.

Roadmap 2: Wind lidar for wind energy in coldclimates
Our goal

Wind lidar are an integral part of wind energy incold climates, used to compliment and extend othermeasurement technologies
How we’re getting there

In collaboration with IEA Wind Task 19:• Documenting the uses of wind lidar to supportwind energy deployment in cold climates.• Identifying the challenges in using wind lidar incold climates• Identifying solutions so that wind lidar can beused effectively
Activities
2013 Recommended Practice 15:Ground-based vertically-profilingremote sensing for wind resourceassessment

Advice for deploying and operating
wind lidar in cold climates [2]2018 Oct. General Meeting: Calgary, AB
Identified potential opportunities and
challenges for wind lidar in cold cli-
mates, including the need for a working
group2020 Jan. Working Group: wind lidar in coldclimates
Formed a group of stakeholders from
Task 32 and Task 19 to drive activit-
ies. 0

2020 Q4 Working Group: wind lidar in coldclimates
Summary of results so far
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How can we use more data from offshore wind lidar
at more stages in a plant’s lifecycle?

Floating wind lidar systems are cheaper and can bemore flexibly used than lidar deployed to fixed plat-forms. For these and other reasons they have rapidlybecome the preferred tool for offshore wind resourceassessment campaigns, and are also increasingly con-sidered for alternative applications, e.g., power per-formance measurements.
Task 32 supported the development of an offshorewind community and the creation of relevant recom-mended practices, leveraging support from the CarbonTrust. Roadmap 3 describes our past and future activ-ities in this area.

Roadmap 3: Floating lidar systems
Our goal

Floating wind lidar should achieve an uncertainty oflower than 2% and be acceptable sources of windspeed, direction, and turbulence information
How we’re getting there

Support the commercialisation of floating wind lidarsystems and the transfer of research experienceinto everyday practice
Activities
2016 Feb Workshop 1: Floating Lidar2018 Recommended Practice 18: Float-ing Lidar Systems [3]2018 Nov. Workshop 13: Floating LidarFollow-up

Reviewed immediate and near-future
needs for collaborative R&D

2019 June Floating wind lidar proposed for stand-
ardisation; will be IEC 61400-50-4

2020 Q1 Early-stage researchers start 3-year
PhD programmes in EU-funded Innov-
ative Training Networks Lidar Know-
ledge Europe (ITN LIKE) and FLOAting-
Wind Energy netwoRk (ITN FLOAWER)

2020 Recommended Practice 18: Float-ing Lidar Systems
Update to align with recent, related
publications2021 Workshop: Stakeholder workshopand technology review
Update on current interests and
identify applications beyond pre-
construction wind measurements2022 Appendix toRP18: Ship-based windlidar

How can we use lidar turbulence intensity data for
site assessment and loads certification?

Wind lidar can provide data about the turbulencecharacteristics of wind [4, 5].
There is an ongoing discussion about the relation-ship between lidar-derived turbulence information anddata obtained from a cup anemometer, and how a windturbine or wind plant responds to turbulence. Theseare being explored by several groups and it is hopedthat in 2020 a joint Working Group will be establishedbetween Task 32 and others to align our activities andcommunication with stakeholders (Roadmap 4).
In addition, Task 32 plans to evaluate how lidarcan contribute to load verification beyond providingproviding turbulence information similar to conven-tional measurements.

Roadmap 4: Turbulence intensity
Our goal

Wind data derived from wind lidar can be used aspart of a site assessment or wind turbine loadscertification process
How we’re getting there

Understanding what wind lidar measure and how itrelates to met-mast data and turbine response.
Activities
2015 IEAWind Expert Report: Estimatingturbulence statistics and paramet-ers from ground- and nacelle-basedLidar measurements

Summary of methods and results [4]2018 Oct. Workshop 10: Turbulence intensitymeasurements with lidars – applic-ations to loads verification and sitesuitability
Identified barriers and solutions to
the widespread application of lidar for
these applications

2019 June DNV-GL announce wind lidar turbu-
lence Joint Industry Project (JIP) 0

2019 CFARS starts to explore the use of tur-
bulence intensity data from lidar 02020 Q1 Working group on lidar Ti: Work-ing group with Task 32, CFARS, andDNV-GL JIP to coordinate activit-ies, share results, and ensure stake-holder buy-in

2020 Q3 Joint roadmap with Task 32, CFARS
and DNV-GL JIP: Clearer under-standing of methods to measurewind turbulence, how they relate toexisting metrics, and how they relateto wind turbine applications
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How can we use lidar to better operate
wind turbines and plants?

Wind lidar can measure the winds in and around op-erating wind turbines and wind plants with unpreced-ented detail. Several reports have identified this as akey enabling technology for reducing the cost of windenergy in future [6], and it forms a core part of Task32’s work.
How do we certify and optimize turbines that use
lidar-assisted controls?

Wind Lidar can provide information about incomingwinds that can be used to make wind turbine controldecisions. Implementing lidar-assisted control systemsbrings new challenges related to optimising the windlidar that are used for this application, and to optim-ising the turbine controller and structure for the newopportunities presented by the turbine.
Task 32 seeks to enable communication and collab-oration between wind turbine OEMs, lidar vendors,certification agencies, and the research community toaddress these challenges (Roadmap 5).

Roadmap 5: Lidar-assisted controls
Our goal

Wind lidar are used as an additional sensor andinput to control systems, to improve wind turbineand wind plant performance
How we’re getting there

Activities
2016 Jul. Workshop 2: Optimizing lidars forwind turbine control applications [7]2018 Jan. Workshop 8: Certification of lidar-assisted controls applications [8]2019 Oct. Workshop 15: Optimizing wind tur-bines using LAC using Systems En-gineering methods

Joint workshop with Task 37

2020 Workshop: Lidars for wind farmcontrol applications2020 Q4 Report: Research plan on how toevaluate the benefit of lidar-assistedcontrols
Joint report together with IEA Wind
Task 37

Forecasting for wind energy

Because of their ability to look upwind, wind lidarcan be used to forecast the winds arriving at windplants or wind turbines 10 minutes or more in advance.This can be used to forecast energy output or makewind turbine- and wind farm- level control decisions.
Task 32 and Task 36 (Forecasting) worked togetherto establish the opportunities and needs for suchminute-scale forecasts.

Roadmap 6: Forecasting
Our goal

Identify the opportunities and needs forlidar-supported wind and power forecasting
How we’re getting there

Stakeholder engagement in collaboration with IEAWind Task 36
Activities
2018 Jun. Workshop 9: Experience in veryshort-term forecasting

Joint workshop with Task 36 02019 Publication: ‘Minute-Scale Fore-casting of Wind Power—Resultsfrom the Collaborative Workshop ofIEA Wind Task 32 and 36’
Summary of the different approaches
to minute-scale forecasting and pos-
sible near-future developments [9]

What activities would you like to see in this area?
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How can we use lidar for wind turbine per-
formance verification?

Wind lidars can be deployed on the ground or onnacelles for temporary power performance testing, orintegrated into the turbine for continuous monitoring.They can characterise the wind shear and veer acrossthe rotor disk, and thus are very useful for detailed per-formance studies.
Ground-based lidar in simple terrain

The use of ground-based lidar for wind turbinepower performance testing is a mature use case. Itis documented in the IEC 61400-12-1 (2017) stand-ard. Task 32 supported validation of the uncertaintyguidance in Edition 2 of the IEC 61400-121 Stand-ard (2017) [10]. Task 32 also provided support tothe Power Curve Working Group (PCWG) experiencesharing exercises in this area [see 11], which are beingcontinued by CFARS.
There is a need to reduce the uncertainty assigned toground-based remote sensing devices. Task 32 mem-bers continue to share their experience and new ideasfor this use case and we welcome proposals for futureactivities.

Ground-based lidar in complex terrain

The use of ground-based lidar for power perform-ance measurements in complex terrain depends uponthe ability of data processing tools to effectively char-acterise the inflow wind in a way that is relevant fora wind turbine. Currently, this means the ability toprocess lidar data so that it corresponds to a tradi-tional point wind measurement using a met mast, orto a rotor-averaged wind speed derived from met mastmeasurements.
Task 32 is exploring the use of wind lidar in complexterrain as a basic technical challenge, separately fromits use for power performance testing (Roadmap 1).Our future plans will depend on these results and willbe developed together with CFARS and other stake-holders. We welcome proposals for future activities.

Nacelle-mounted lidar in complex terrain

The use of nacelle-mounted lidar for power per-formance testing using nacelle-mounted lidar in simpleterrain is being standardised in IEC 61400-50-3. Adraft for approval was released in August 2020.
It can be challenging to relate wind conditions at aturbine’s location to a reference wind measurement inthe wind conditions associated with complex terrain.Instead, it may be possible to use nacelle-mountedlidar to measure upwind of the turbine and use thatdata for power performance verification.

Roadmap 7: Nacelle-mounted lidar in complexterrain
Our goal

Easier power performance verification in complexterrain
How we’re getting there

Identifying and testing ways to usenacelle-mounted lidar in complex terrain
Activities
2017 Start of development of IEC 61400-

50-3 for nacelle-mounted lidar for
wind measurements

2020 Q4 Round Robin: Comparison ofnacelle-mounted lidar methodsfor power performance testing incomplex terrain
Application of several methods and
comparison of experience 02020 Q4 Workshop: Comparison of nacelle-mounted lidar methods for powerperformance testing
Presentation and discussion of results
from the round robin exercise2021 Proposal to IEC 61400-50-3 for
nacelle-mounted lidar for wind meas-
urements
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Measurements in the induction zone of wind tur-
bines

Current power performance standards require windspeed measurements for power performance verifica-tion to be taken at more than 2 diameters upwind. Thisis challenging with larger wind turbines.
Task 32’s experience suggests that it may be feasibleto use measurements closer to the rotor to estimatefree-stream wind conditions as part of power perform-ance verification (Roadmap 8).
Roadmap 8: Power performance verification usingmeasurements in the induction zone
Our goal

More accurate power performance testing of windturbines in operational wind plants
How we’re getting there

Testing new methods to measure wind speed in theinduction zone of wind turbines
Activities
2018 RoundRobin: Windfield reconstruc-tion in the induction zone

Estimate of free-stream wind speed
from a common data set2019 Jan Workshop 11: Windfield recon-struction in the induction zone
Joint workshop with the Power Curve
Working Group to present the results
of the round robin

2020 RoundRobin: Windfield reconstruc-tion in the induction zone with windplant blockage
Builds on experience gained in the pre-
vious ound-robin to consider the ef-
fects of flow blockage associated with
other turbines in an offshore array2021 Workshop: Windfield reconstruc-tion in the induction zone with windplant blockage
Presenting the results of the round
robin.

Power performance testing of offshore wind tur-
bines

Power performance testing of offshore wind tur-bines can be carried out using floating lidar systems(Roadmap 3), using nacelle-mounted lidar that meas-ure in the induction zone (Roadmap 8) or further up-wind (see e.g. IEC 61400-50-3 developments).
In 2020 the Carbon Trust Offshore Wind Acceler-ator initiated a study to establish possible methods formeasuring winds for power performance testing fromtransition piece. Task 32 seeks to work with the OWAto align this with other use cases.

How can we collaborate on hardware and
software?

Wind lidar are traditionally expensive devices thathave been heavily optimized for specific applications.This also applies to software, which have been de-signed for certain workflows. This makes it challen-ging to test new ideas for wind lidar - as a new deviceis needed - or to share results between groups.
Task 32’s members have been developing the frame-works and tools needed to collaborate on device hard-ware and software, and the software used to analyseresults (Roadmap 9).
Roadmap 9: Collaboration on wind lidar hardwareand software
Our goal

Make it easy to modify measurements and dataprocessing to get the right data.
How we’re getting there

Simplifying collaboration on wind lidar hardwareand software by developing common frameworksand enabling exchange between stakeholders
Activities
2017 Nov. General Meeting: OpenLidarconcept presented [12]
2018 The e-windLidar tools repository on

Github provides a central point to ex-
change and collaborate on tools 02018 Oct. Workshop 12: e-WindLidar
Identifies opportunities and challenges
for collaboration on wind lidar device
software and data processing software

2020 Q1 Early-stage researchers start in EU-
funded ITN LIKE training network 0

2020 Oct. Course: Open Science and ResearchData Management Course
Course for ITN LIKE students on imple-
menting Open Science and Research
Data Management principles2021 Q1 Workshop: Lidar software frame-works
Workshop on wind lidar software col-
laboration

These activities will allow us to develop new windlidar devices and trial new applications, and estimatethe measurement performance of wind measurementsin advance. Software tools will also capture and sharesome of the community’s knowledge, reducing our re-liance on today’s experts.
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Other Activities
Task 32 offers its members a range of ways to ex-change information and experience and disseminatetheir results to others.

Commitment to Open Science

Task 32 leverages public money from many coun-tries. We therefore aim to make our results freely ac-cessible. To support this goal, we regularly update theTask 32 website with news and results from the Task’sactivities. In 2019 we started a glossary on the web-site to capture some of the Task’s knowledge and shareit with others. We have also launched a Task 32 doc-ument repository where we collect material from ourevents and publish white papers. Finally, we store allof our source code in Github repositories.
Events

We usually aim to hold around three workshopsevery year. These are focussed on one specific ap-plication and are intended to make progress on a clearquestion. Many examples of these workshops can befound in the roadmaps. As part of the global responseto COVID-19 we expect that these events will mainlytake place online in 2020 and 2021.
We also provide a platform for our members to holdwebinars. These allow broad or focused stakeholderengagement, and are driven by the presenter’s needs.Presentations and summaries from these webinars canbe found in the Task 32 document repository.
We also hold an annual General Meeting. The meet-ing is a mixture of presentations, discussion, and work-shop sessions, and is attended by around 50 Taskmembers from academia, industry, and government.The meeting includes results from the prior year’sworkshops and often triggers new activities. More de-tails of our General Meeting can be found on the Task32 website.

Advisory Board Meetings

Task 32 is facilitated by Operating Agents who are inturn supported by a 12-person Advisory Board drawnfrom the Task. The advisory board provides a way forthe participants, Operating Agents, and other Tasks toquickly respond to changing situations and keep theTasks activities relevant.

Providing input to future versions
The Task 32 roadmap has been developed by theTask 32 Operating Agent and Advisory Board based oninput from the Task’s stakeholders. The easiest wayto help set the Task’s future direction is therefore toget involved with the Task. We welcome participantsat our events from any of Task 32’s member countries,and encourage observers from the rest of the IEA windmember countries. We’d love to hear your opinionsabout what we should be doing, or ideas for solutionsthat benefit the whole community. Please see the Task32 website for information about our events.
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This document was self published by IEA Wind Task 32.The International Energy Agency is anautonomous organisation which worksto ensure reliable, affordable and cleanenergy for its 30 member countries andbeyond. The IEA Wind TechnologyCollaboration Programme supports thework of 38 independent, internationalgroups of experts that enable govern-ments and industries from around theworld to lead programmes and projectson a wide range of energy technologiesand related issues.
IEA Wind Task 32 exists to identify andmitigate the barriers to the deploymentof wind lidar for wind energy applica-tions.

For more information: See the Task 32 website. Author team:
Andrew Clifton (Task 32 Operating Agent, University of Stuttgart,
Germany), David Schlipf (Task 32 operating Agent, Flensburg Uni-
versity of Applied Sciences, Germany). Images: Banner, left to
right: Alexandre Debiève on Unsplash, SWE U. Stuttgart, Markus
Spiske on Unsplash.
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